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Vykarian is a Shanghai-based company delivering 
factory scale game outsourcing solutions to leading 
game developers and publishers worldwide. Our 
services augment publishers’ in-house art production 
resources by increasing volume, decreasing turn-
around, and increasing project visibility. Vykarian 
staff, technology, and production pipelines specialize 
in producing in-game art assets, in-game cinematics, 
and design; executed to exact aesthetic and technical 
specifi cations.

OBJECTIVES
We seek long-term business relationships with 
customers who understand the dynamics of 
outsourcing challenge. We believe that excellent 
communication, knowledge exchange,  on-going 
training, and mutual growth are the cornerstones 
of a successful outsourcing model. The signifi cant 
investment by both parties mandates that a high 
level of quality, reliability, and scale be achieved and 
sustained to fully justify the engagement costs.

MANAGEMENT TEAM
Vykarian is led by a well-rounded combination of 
US and Chinese game development veterans with 
proven track records of successful game titles.



1.   How does Vykarian overcome the communication barrier when dealing 

with a US developer?

Management are fl uent English speakers, and most of our project 
manager read and write English. Our China-based teams employ full-time 
translators assigned to key segments of projects. We have established 
US-based “project liaisons,” or “PLs” who act as bridges between our US 
clients and our China project managers. 

To further our differentiation from the pack, we are pleased to announce 
development of a proprietary outsource factory control software called 
VYKnet™, which has addresses the unique challenges of game 
outsourcing. While other off-the-shelf software have origins in version 
control, or digital asset management, VYKnet™ is a proprietary 
VPN-based resource management software that enables Vykarian to 
collaborate with customers to  scale, & operate effi ciently. VYKnet™ 
integrates these critical outsourcing functions:

Production Control
■ Remote team collaboration, customer feedback, & 

project scheduling
■ Outsourcing-specifi c Digital Asset Management 

(DAM) and version control
■ Customer IP security

Customer Dashboard
■ Visibility into project schedule, milestones, and budget
■ Automated review, approval, and sign-off procedure

2.    American development companies have expressed concern about 
the high turn over of top tier talent in offshore companies.  What proce-
dures does Vykarian employ to insure top tier talent is maintained?

Vykarian’s business model recognizes the forces that drive turn-over of 
top tier talent and utilizes these forces to strengthen the organization. 
We offer our top tier employees opportunities to grow into management, 
training, and creative leadership positions. Beyond that, recruitment and 
training programs ensure that we’ll always have a fresh pool of talented 
artists rising to fi ll any gaps. 

3.    American development companies also express concern about se-
curity in use of offshore development companies.  What procedures does 
Vykarian employ to insure security on the development premises?

Security policy at Vykarian is based on knowledge borrowed from leading 
IT outsourcing companies around the world. Our security approach 

includes data write restrictions on workstations, restrictions on outbound 
email, instant messenger communications, proprietary version control and 
asset tracking tools, and scalable physical security measures as demanded 
by clients. 

4.    What procedures or methods does Vykarian employ to alleviate con-
cerns regarding contract enforceability, IP protection, and confl ict resolution 

when dealing with foreign developers?

Vykarian has a US incorporation, which North American Development 
companies may fi nd more desirable from a contract enforceability and 
confl ict resolution standpoint. In addition, IP protection clauses in Vykarian’s 
customer and employee contracts are designed to provide an international 
standards of IP protection used in feature fi lm and television.

 
5.    What characteristics set Vykarian apart from other Asian outsource 

providers?
 
Vykarian founder, Xin Chung,  is the fi rst to connect Chinese game 
outsourcing with 
AAA US publishers and franchises, like EA’s Lord of the Rings and Sony’s 
God of War . He has crafted an international management staff that carries 
with it a combined experience in Chinese art outsourcing and veteran 
western AAA game development that surpasses any competitor. This 
experience is being channeled into our training and production models, our 
sales and service strategies, and the foundations of our corporate identity 
and culture. The result is an organizational awareness of the competition, 
the outsourcing battlefi eld, and foresight of future customer demand that 
will allow us to lead the game outsourcing market.

6.    I have heard great news regarding talent recruitment at Vykarian.  Are 

there any special announcements you would like to make regarding this? 

We are happy to announce the creation of a program called VYKtrain: 

VYKtrain™ is an integrated training program composed of instructors, 
onsite mentorship, textbooks, videos, & online training courses designed 
to effi ciently train game artists in the essentials of AAA game development. 
VYKtrain™ integrates these scaling strategies: 

Recruiting
■  Streamline candidate screening through online tests 

and staff review
■  Recruiting PR & Marketing to schools 
■  Administer recruiting contests to China’s huge game/

3D hobbyists community

Training materials
■ Integrate projected customer demand into training 

courses
■ Adapt leading US/Korean training methods
■ Develop video, textbook, and online training courses

7.    Readers would like to know where Vykarian’s future plans are with re-
gard to the outsourcing arena.  How is Vykarian going to capture and retain 

a leadership role in this market?

Leadership will depend largely on the ability to execute a strategy we’ve 
dubbed RTR (Recruit, Train, Retain) . Vykarian has developed systems by 
which we are able to recruit , train, and retain a consistent volume of skilled 
talent. A critical part of this training are the  strong bonds with our worldwide 
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clients, which enable us guide our recruiting methods, training curriculum and HR decisions. Instruction via our VYKtrain™ technology and relationships 
with Western Chinese government Technology Parks and seeder schools ensures our ability to scale reliably. Finally, these efforts are bound together 
into production through VYKnet™  effi cient collaboration and communication with clients.
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8.    Does Vykarian’s service portfolio stop at modeling and texturing?  

Please detail.

Vykarian capabilities include modeling, collisions, texturing, LODs, 
rigging, and animation on a wide variety of in-game assets ranging 
from environments to vehicles and characters. We also have a strategy 
that enables us to prepare game engine-ready assets by partnering 
with middleware companies. Our philosophy is that we should focus 
on core art asset production and make that our strength. While some 
of our competitors have focused on building capacity for concept art, 
programming, and level design, we feel that customers do not yet have 
an urgent need to outsource this work in volume, even though we 
have a veteran game designer on board.  Just because a task can be 
outsourced, does not mean it should be. 

9.    Most developers are familiar with American McGee and the other 
founders of Vykarian.  How are your philosophies and experience in 

game development going to ensure the success of Vykarian?

(American) All of us at Vykarian realize that the best way we can serve 
western creative teams is to become a seamless extension of their 
production process. My experience has taught me that what is important 
are quality, delivery, and cost.

(Xin) I see outsourcing being a partnership between customer and 
vendor-- we live on the frontline, and therefore have an intimate 
knowledge how projects get done successfully in China. It’s our 
responsibility to say “no” to requests that put customer projects at risk. 
Likewise, it’s the customer’s responsibility to understand the ramp-up, 
training, and investment requirements needed for global outsourcing to 
work. 

ALL IMAGES COPYRIGHTED, VYKARIAN, 20067



MDD Creation for Successful Art Outsourcing
Proper MDD preparation creates a solid foundation for a 

successful art outsourcing initiative

The proper creation of a media design document can set an art 
department up for a successful art outsourcing initiative.  Many art 
outsourcing initiatives suffer severely due to the procrastination or 
improper preparation of this paper. 

100% Complete MDD Necessary?
The media design document does not have to be 100% complete before 
an outsourcing initiative is begun.  The art of game creation is such a 
creative experience, design documents, gameplay, and even engine 
capabilities are not always known or complete until production is nearly 
done.  However, though there may be many unknowns, there is no excuse 
for a seasoned art director or art lead in failing to put together those 
parts of an MDD that are crucial for a successful outsource initiative.  
Unfortunately, however, a privation of preparation occurs much too 
often.  A typical art-heavy outsourcing initiative (outside of preproduction 
conceptual work) depends entirely upon production pipelines that must be 
ironed out during preproduction and prior to outsourcing.

The Importance of Preproduction
In fact, production pipelines are supposed to be laid out during 
preproduction.  One of the sad commentaries of our industry is the chuckle 
you’ll get from art directors when asked about preproduction timelines as 
mandated or expected by executives misinformed or ignorant about the 
importance of this crucial phase.  By the same breath, a single product 
of ill-spent preproduction is more than enough to callous an executive 
forever.  Preproduction is usually tackled by the directors or the leads 
on a product: a smaller team designed for quick and nimble results 
and accurate assumptions.  These assumptions should construct the 
commandments inherent in production pipelines before a team scales, 
or outsources the vast bulk of production.  Production pipelines need not 
be inscribed in stone for an outsourcing initiative to work.  They must, 
however, be predetermined, documented, and a process must be created 
to come into effect when and if those processes are re-determined.

Incomplete MDD, Unprepared Initiative 
So how does proper MDD preparation affect an entire outsourcing 
initiative?  One of the main complaints of external partners in outsourcing 
postmortems is the lack of preparation of their employer.  Whether it’s 
a lack of a knowledge concerning the construction of any outsourced 
asset, a lack of concept or prior work needing to be done before an asset 
can be constructed, or simply backpedaling and changing construction 
instructions, any confusion regarding an outsourced asset is passed from 
the developer to the provider and sets the partner up for failure.  The 
outsource provider needs clear, concise, and undynamic direction in order 
to do their job effectively.  If a developer is unprepared when starting 
an outsource initiative, the chances of accordioning workloads, soft due 
dates, and dynamic direction are increased.  Accordingly, the chances of 
completing a successful outsourcing initiative are reduced.  Outsourcing 
partners are usually set up as extremely effi cient machines.  If a developer 
has its ducks in a row, they are insured a solid foundation to start from.  
With a prepared partner and a disposed developer the outsourcing 
process can run like a well-oiled assembly line without constantly being 
derailed by modulating mandates.

Because of the vast differences in games, the following may or may not 
be a comprehensive solution for any one particular production.  However, 
it should serve as a decent general reference for art directors in putting 
together an MDD for games.  A solid MDD is absolutely key in preparation 
for outsourcing initiatives.

Creating an MDD
Although the solid creation of an MDD prior to an artistic outsourcing 
initiative does not necessarily guarantee the successfulness of the 
initiative, it helps a great deal.  And though most leads and directors 
already have a proper outline from which they construct their MDD’s, 
it is our hope that the following helps any developer, who may be 
contemplating outsourcing, to fi ll in their MDD gaps prior to beginning their 
outsourcing initiatives.  Of course, a solid MDD outline helps outsourcing 

initiatives very little.  The key for proper outsourcing preparation lies in 
the successful identifi cation and documentation of production pathways.  
However, a solid MDD outline can help identify production pathways 
that need to be ironed out.  It is our hope this outline helps identify those 
holes.  Because games are so vastly different, one cannot hope to create 
an MDD appropriate for them all.  However, though this may not be 
appropriate for all games, it should certainly be appropriate for most.  If the 
following outline is addressed correctly, it should help most to understand 
their development pipelines before they turn asset creation over to 
external help.

Table of contents
Preproduction

Artistic style guide
concepts, mood boards, reference, animatics

Artistic setup guidelines
Artistic software setup, computer setup, SourceSafe setup, 
middleware setup,
 proprietary tools setup, nonproprietary tools setup, fi le formats, fi les 
structures

Smart practices
Smart asset creation references, educational movies, educational 
web sites, smart work process examples, how-to self task, employee 
and managerial help.

Production
(This will depend largely upon the platform and type of game)
Setup guidelines reminder 
General game development modeling tips and tricks
General game development texturing tips and tricks

Front End
Includes title screens, legal screens, front end menu systems, loading 
screens, back end screens and credits
How-to create assets for the front end
How to prepare front end assets for the game, naming conventions, fi le 
structures
List and description of all screens and assets needed for front-end (from 
design document; including references to design document), asset 
breakdown from all screens, correlating concept art for all front end 
screens

Cinematic
How to create assets for cinematics
How to prepare assets for the game, naming conventions, fi le structures
List and description of all cinematic sequences in game (from design 
document; including references to design document), correlating 
cinematic storyboards, correlating color keys and mood boards, 
animatics as necessary or directed, additional direction as necessary

Characters
Includes: character models, character UVs, character materials 
setup character hierarchies, characters chunks (or visible/nonvisible 
elements), character tags, character LODs, dynamic stress factors 
(blood, sweat, wounds, sores), additional solutions  
Organic modeling tips and tricks, modeling characters for the game 
(polygon, patch, nurbs, or proprietary), examples
How to create characters
How to prepare characters for the game, naming conventions, fi les 
structures 
List and description of all characters in game (from design document; 
including references to design document), correlating concept art for 
all characters in game, list of all other necessary related assets, states, 
chunks, lists, and all other necessary information for creating characters

Animation
Includes: character hierarchy creation, characters skinning solution, 
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character physics solutions, character animation solution, character MoCap solution, character 
animation blending solution, vehicle hierarchy creation, vehicle skinning solutions, vehicle 
physics solutions, vehicle animations solutions, vehicle MoCap solutions, vehicle animation 
blending solutions, environment and peripheral hierarchy creation, skinning solutions, physics 
solutions, animations solutions, MoCap solutions, animation blending solutions, reference to 
middleware or tools setup, additional solutions
How to create appropriate animation
How to prepare animation for game, naming conventions, fi le structures
List and description of all animations in game (from design document; including references 
to design document), correlating sketches, thumbnails, concept art for all animations in game 
if necessary, list of all other necessary related assets, states, lists, and all other necessary 
information for creating animation

Vehicles
Includes: vehicle modeling, vehicle UVs, vehicle materials setup, vehicle hierarchies, vehicle 
physics, vehicle chunks (visible/nonvisible elements), vehicle tags, vehicle LOD’s, vehicle 
damage states/dynamic damage, additional solutions
Hard modeling tips and tricks, modeling vehicles for the game (polygonal, patch, nurbs, or 
proprietary), examples
How to create vehicles
How to prepare vehicles for game, naming conventions, fi les structures
List and description of all vehicles in game (news from design document; including 
references to design document), correlating concept art for all vehicles in game, list of all 
other necessary related assets, states, chunks, lists, and all other necessary information for 
creating vehicles

Environments
Includes: environmental modeling, environment UVs, environmental materials setup, 
environmental hierarchies, environmental physics, environmental chunks, environmental 
tag’s, environmental LOD’s, environmental damage states/dynamic damage, tile sets, patch-
based, block-based, continuous, sky boxes, horizon elements, additional solutions
Hard modeling tips and tricks, modeling environments for the game (polygonal, patch, nurbs, 
or proprietary), examples
How to create environments
How to prepare environments for the game, naming conventions, fi le structures
List and description of all environments in game (from design document; including references 
to design document), correlating concept art for all environments in game, list of all of the 
necessary related assets, states, chunks, lists, and all other necessary information for 
creating environments

Peripheral Elements
Includes: weapons, inventory, equipment, peripheral environment items, beautifi cation 
elements, additional solutions
How to create peripheral elements
How to prepare peripheral elements for game, naming conventions, fi les structures
List and description of all peripheral elements in game (from design documents; including 
references to design document), correlating concept art for all peripheral elements in 
game, list of all the necessary related assets, states, chunks, lists, and all other necessary 
information for creating peripheral elements

HUD
Includes: heads up display, overlay elements, icons, overlay video, additional solutions
How to create HUD elements 
How to prepare HUD elements for game, naming conventions, fi le structures
List and description of all HUD elements in game (from design documents; including references 
to design document), itemized asset breakdown for all HUD elements, correlating concept art 
for all HUD elements in game

Shaders
Includes: writing shaders, middleware shader solutions, proprietary shader solutions, shader 
tools, shader incorporation for each art category listed above, additional solutions
Shader writing examples, shader selections, references, libraries
How to create shader elements
How to prepare and incorporate shader elements in game, naming conventions, fi le structures
List and description of all necessary shaders needed in game (from design documents; include 
references to design to)

Middleware and Tools
Includes: middleware, proprietary tools, nonproprietary tools, all additional tools that aid in the 
creation of production assets above
How to utilize and implement tools to create production assets
How to prepare those production assets for use in game

Internal Quality Assurance
Includes: quality assurance for all asset types, person involvement, common problems, quick fi x 

A R T  O U T S O U R C I N G

 W W W . R A B C A T . C O M

Established in 2001, Rabcat has become 

a leading supplier of high and realtime 3D 

content  for  the interactive games industry. 

Our client pool includes leading companies 

such as Rockstar Games, Atari France, 

Evolution Studios, Funworld, Eden studios, 

Jowood  Software  Productions and many 

more.

“Our belief is that if you put competance, 
experience and true passion into your work, 
it will result in the highest quality possible.”



solutions, additional solutions 

Production Outsourcing Regulations
Includes: development partner company contact information, lines of communication contact 
information (names, numbers, e-mail), Art direction lines of communication, asset assignment 
procedure, question and information procedures, asset review, feedback, and iteration pipeline

Post production
Lighting Pipelines
asset or environment lighting pipelines, texture burning pipelines
Material Preparation Pipeline
asset, texture, shader, or a material preparation for dynamic pipeline
Asset Preparation Pipeline
fi nal asset preparation for implementation pipeline
SourceSafe Solution Pipeline
assets preparation, backup, SourceSafe solutions, how to use SourceSafe middleware 
package

Index
Appendices and attachments
Additional information

During preproduction, those involved in the day-to-day process of ironing out pathways are 
savvy to the production nuances of their game.  They should never assume their outsourcing 
partner is going to understand those nuances without the proper documentation.  No 
assets, not even preproduction assets, should ever be created for the game unless there is 
documentation supporting it.  Even before the fi rst experimental asset is ever created, key, 
foundational set up guides must be determined.  One of the most important foundational 
guides being world scale as well as other base tools and package setup guidelines.  Certainly 
many leads or directors might scoff at the notion of having documentation before starting into 
preproduction.  But those same leads or directors would agree that even before preproduction 
is started there are a certain amount of development “knowns”.  Creativity needs guidelines 
and a focus.  It is certainly much easier to modify, add to, and take away from a document 
already created then it is to attempt to create an entire, complex document at the end of 
preproduction.  There is also less chance of a development oversight.  The process should 
be the same the entire way through the production process: start with a solid set of known 
guidelines adding and modifying if and when necessary.  With an MDD complete with 
development pathways and processes, an Art outsourcing initiative will have solid legs to stand 
on.

LEGAL CORNER

(SUBSEQUENT ARTICLES TO BE 

PROVIDED BY MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP)

Outsourcing can present new legal challenges for businesses operating in the global 
community.  In an ever-changing and increasingly international business world, new 
legal issues often rear themselves at any given stage of the transaction.  Companies 
outsourcing overseas are well advised to keep abreast of developments in the law 
that could provide strategic advantages during negotiations and have important 
implications for business strategies.  Among other questions, businesses may ask 
“how can we protect our intellectual property in China?”, “how can our systems 
be kept secure, and our information private in Russia?” or “how can we resolve a 
contract dispute with a service provider in India?”.  The good news is that these 
questions have been asked, tested, and answered by many industries that have 
been outsourcing for the past few decades.  The gaming industry can benefi t from 
this body of experience.  But the law is not static and new issues are constantly 
arising, particularly as an increasing number of industries with their own novel set of 
issues start to take advantage of outsourcing opportunities.  In future additions of the 
OR, the Legal Corner will highlight cutting edge legal issues faced by outsourcing 
companies, as well as identify new legal developments in outsourcing, so that 
businesses can stay informed and up-to-date on the most pressing legal topics in 
outsourcing.
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 Ten Commandments
(Of Successful Outsourcing)

Though game development outsourcing is relatively young, it relies on 
fundamental principles that are ageless.  In recognition of the fact that 
successful game development outsourcing will pattern itself after models 
developed by more established industries, we present herein time-proven 
concepts adapted to our industry- the Ten Commandments of Game 
Development Outsourcing.  These are ten inviolate rules which a company 
must employ to assure the most favorable alternatives in the quest to realize 
a fi nancially successful outsourcing project.  

Outsourcing is most often defi ned as the delegation of operations or 
responsibilities from internal production to an external entity. The term 
became a buzzword in the business world in the early to mid 1990s, but the 
concept precedes the catchphrase by centuries.  Though the term technically 
includes a delegation to the company across town, or even the department 
downstairs, it is today, in the gaming industry, more often conceived as being 
synonymous with offshoring.  While validation for outsourcing can be found 
in shortened production time, increased quality, or satisfaction of need for 
specifi c talent, the major motivation for outsourcing is cost effi ciencies.  The 
range of savings will vary dramatically and in direct proportion to the degree 
of proper planning, preparing and performance techniques employed by 
management.  Some of the following rules affect the fi nancial success of a 
project directly, while others have an indirect effect - but all are important.  
While most management and directors understand these principles, a proper 
sequential application will dramatically increase the probability of a fi nancially 
successful outsourcing initiative. Arguably, there is no easily drawn division 
line between the planning, preparing and production stages, and the design 
of your project will vary individually.

First:   Create a clear, detailed, and concise plan. The plan must be 
comprehensive, yet simple.  It must incorporate the ability to be conveyed 
so as to facilitate concept and artistic content to the provider.  It must 
be capable of exact interpretation and yet leave adequate fl exibility for 
artistic creativity.  A good outline of such a plan is produced in this issues 
MDD article. When designing an outsource initiative, the plan must be 
complementary to your company’s business purpose.  As a general rule, your 
outsourcing plan should not compete with your company’s core competency, 
but should enhance or augment it.  Be careful not to alienate in-house talent 
by outsourcing work threatening the job security of your captive talent.  Your 
company has a niche in the market and you need to protect that niche and 
market share by retaining that which you do best – better than anyone else.  
Care should be taken to identify and clearly defi ne in management circles 
what your niche is and how to structure outsourcing to enhance, but not 
supplant your company’s image.  The perfect outsourcing partnership retains 
your control and unique talents while expanding your company’s fi nal product 
capability and output.  

Second: Don’t anticipate unrealistic saving.  What is a realistic project 
cost savings projection?  The answer is as varied as the respondents. Some 
reports indicate realistic savings are between 15 and 20 percent (GDC 2006, 
Outsourcing panel discussion).  Others report potential savings of up to 

60% (Niki Partners report published August 1, 2006). That represents 
a dramatic variation.  Who is right and what can your company 
expect?  There is at least some evidence that the broad spectrum of 
variation results from comparing apples to oranges.  The 15 to 20% 
savings estimates may be based on net savings after consideration 
of all relevant, but sometimes hidden costs.  Other factors may 
include such things as the geography of a company’s outsourcing 
partner.  Outsourcing an art project to a provider in Brazil may result 
in a substantial savings over that which a partner in England could 
provide.  The reality of the situation is that your fi nancial savings are 
not dependent only on pricing.  Other factors discussed below weigh 
in with potentially greater importance.  Notwithstanding this fact, there 
are some cost estimates which can be measured.  While the fi gures 
presented in this subparagraph are not refl ective of actual costs, 
they are perhaps valuable in enlightening as us where the most cost-
effective sources of labor may reside.  The Bureau of Labor Statistics 
(BLS) regularly publishes studies on the international costs of labor.  In 
their most recent report, they relate some interesting and revelatory 
information about labor costs in foreign countries.  Their results are 
published two ways.  First is a relative scale of foreign labor cost 
related to the United States.  In this approach, the standard (the United 
States) is set at 100.  Other countries are then relatively compared.  
The following chart lists some of those relative labor costs as of the 
most recently updated numbers published in February, 2006.

Americas
   United States.........       100
   Brazil................          13
   Canada................          92
   Mexico................           11

   Asia and Oceania
   Australia............         100
   Hong Kong SAR (1)....    24
   Israel...............            53
   Japan................              95
   Korea................              50
   New Zealand..........        56
   Singapore............           32
   Taiwan...............             26

   Europe
   Austria..............            122
   Belgium..............          129
   Czech Republic.......       23
   Denmark..............        146
   Finland..............           132
   France...............           103
   Germany, Former West.    147

   Germany..............         140
   Hungary..............            25
   Ireland..............              95
   Italy................                 88
   Luxembourg...........       115
   Netherlands..........        133
   Norway...............          150
   Portugal..............            30
   Spain.................            74
   Sweden................       123
   Switzerland...........       131
   United Kingdom........   107

   Trade-weighted measures (2,3)
   All 31 foreign economies.     78
    less Brazil, Czech
     Republic, Hungary....       79
   OECD (4,5)............        84
   Europe (6)............       117
   European Union-15 (7).       117
   Asian NIEs (8)........        36

“When we walk to the edge of all light we have, and take a step into the 
darkness of the unknown, we must believe one of two things will happen, there 
will be something solid for us to stand on or we will be taught to fl y.” -Patrick 
Overton
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The second measure is an actual labor cost estimate for varying industries.  
Unfortunately, our industry is not currently large enough to merit independent 
study.  However, we include here some numbers from related industries as 
reported by BLS for comparison purposes.  Note that these are not industry-
specifi c numbers, but are presented only for the consideration of why labor 
costs produce savings in foreign provider markets.  The following chart 
contains the most recently published numbers of BLS published in November 
of 2005.

Americas
   United States...........      23.17
   Brazil..................             3.03
   Canada..................       21.42
   Mexico..................          2.50

   Asia and Oceania
   Australia...............        23.09
   China*   ...............            .64*
   Hong Kong SAR (1)...    5.51
   India *  ...............           1.22*
   Israel..................         12.18
   Japan...................       21.90
   Korea...................       11.52
   New Zealand.........     12.89
   Singapore..............      7.45
   Taiwan..................       5.97

   Europe
   Austria.................      28.29
   Belgium.................    29.98
   Czech Republic. . .      5.43
   Denmark................   33.75
   Finland.................     30.67
   France..................    23.89
   Germany, Former West..34.05
   Germany.................  32.53
   Hungary.................     5.72
   Ireland.................      21.94
   Italy...................         20.48

   Luxembourg..............      26.57
   Netherlands.............       30.76
   Norway..................         34.64
   Portugal................           7.02
   Spain...................          17.10
   Sweden..................       28.42
   Switzerland.............       30.26
   United Kingdom.......      24.71

   All 31 foreign economies.     18.02
    less Brazil, Czech
     Republic, Hungary.....      18.41
   OECD (4,5)..............      19.51
   Europe (6)..............      27.08
   European Union-15 (7)...      27.17
   Asian NIEs (8)... ..          8.32
 (not including China, 
India)  

*These fi gures not supplied by BLS, 
but obtained from other sources 
– BLS does not include these areas 
in their published reports because 
of the unreliability of the reporting 
sources.

While the preceding chart is not refl ective of the costs of our industry, it does 
provide interesting and potentially useful information about which countries 
may present opportunity for cost savings.  If nothing else, it represents 
evidence of why we hear, read, and see so much activity in China and India 
in the gaming outsourcing world.

The bottom line is that outsourcing can and does provide a forum for your 
company to realize substantial savings resulting in increased bottom-line 
results.  Any company who ignores this forum of opportunity will not be able 
to retain competitive and effective production.  

Third:  Determine which of the three methods of outsourcing will work 
best for this project.  The planning phase must examine the three basic 
optional outsourcing methods.  

Is the project needed best satisfi ed by the internal control which 
entails a negotiation and meeting of the minds between your company and 
the provider, or would the back door method which uses a middle man to 
handle the communication and foreign negotiations work better?  Finally, if 
your company can afford it, is it time to use the expansion method involving 
your company’s satellite location in the offshore country of your choice.

The internal control method entails your company working directly 
with the outsourcing partner.  This approach provides several distinct 
advantages, among which are: 

1. This method is the least expensive method of outsourcing;
2. You have a closely controlled process;
3. There is less chance for miscommunication between your 

company and your provider;
4. As a potential bonus, you may fi nd that “diamond in the 

rough”, that provider undiscovered by the industry capable 
of providing you exclusive and unique capabilities elsewhere 
unavailable.  

However, the internal control method also provides some hurdles over which 
you must jump. The burden of locating a partner is solely yours.  While 

communication is direct, you must deal with a possible language barrier.  
You face legal contract negotiations requiring you to employ legally 
adequate protection.  You must reorganize your internal management 
to provide for proper supervision and direction of and to your outsource 
provider.  And fi nally, you must accomplish your own due diligence 
research. Though the burdens are high, so are the potential rewards.
 Nevertheless, for those unwilling to tread the potentially 
stormy course of internal control, the back door policy provides a 
substantial option.  In the back door method you contract with a local 
provider who does the overseas negotiations, contract work, and due 
diligence.  If  outsourcing in the gaming industry is in its infancy, the 
back door method of outsourcing is just being born.  In this method, 
you have a sort of middle man who assumes all responsibility for the 
fi nished product.  The fact that your contract is with a local entity gives 
you legal contractual control and remedies.  It also provides you with 
communication ease and minimizes your due diligence duties. Finally, 
it minimizes your requirement to restructure internal management.  
However, and despite these benefi ts, it will also increase the cost of 
the fi nal product.  A comparison in the general economic business 
fi eld would probable consider the back door method similar to dealing 
with a wholesaler, a middle-man, who must also make a profi t on their 
involvement thus reducing your profi t margin.  While this is not the best 
result, it makes outsourcing attractive to those companies who do not 
possess internal capabilities to organize, manage, oversee, or otherwise 
deal with the internal control method.
 For those larger companies, the third option may offer the 
greatest savings, control and benefi t.  We are already seeing this in 
growing popularity.  The expansion approach involves a company’s 
establishment of an offshore subsidiary or division.  In this method, the 
home-based company controls the product, the work force, the facility 
and the management.  Though the short-term profi t will be reduced by 
the start-up costs of facilities, hiring, equipment, and similar expenses, 
the long-term benefi ts will make that company’s future book value 
dramatically improved as it’s outsourcing effort becomes internal.

The proper option for your project will vary according to your 
needs, capabilities, fi nancial strength, time element, and a number of 
additional factors unique to your company and the project.  Each of the 
three options carries its own risks, opportunities and advantages.  
 Once the decision is made as to which option should be 
pursued for your project, it becomes time to move to the preparation 
phase.

Fourth:  4.  Make a preliminary decision about an outsourcing 
partner:   If your option is either internal control or back door method, 
you need to next examine the qualifi cations, capabilities, characteristics 
and potential of providers.  This can be the most onerous and diffi cult 
phase of the process.  Answers to questions concerning various gaming 
industry outsource providers and their experience and capabilities can 
be found at Outsourcereport’s 411 found at www.outsourcereport.com .  
This resource is the industry’s sole source for providers and producers 
to coordinate their needs and services.  Whether your project involves 
concept art, modeling, texture, animation or any other outsourcing 
service, the website’s ability to connect your company to potential 
outsourcing partners with talents in your area of need is invaluable as a 
tool to assist you in your selection of a partner.
 
5.  Perform adequate due diligence:  In any of the outsourcing 
methods, your company must conduct adequate due diligence.  The 
following information (most found in 411) is a good due-diligence 
beginning.  You need to examine your potential partner’s capabilities 
in each of the following categories and any additional considerations 
unique to your project specifi cations.
 a.  Experience (games, prior publishers, platforms, history)
 b.  Capabilities (portfolio) shows their talent level
 c.  Scalability (how much volume at their portfolio talent level)
 d.  Security
 e.  Location (where in the world is your partner)
 f.  Financial status (not in 411)
 g. Facilities (do they have offi ce, right equipment for artists, 
IT backup networking capabilities, internet ftp capabilities, security in 
systems?)

6.  Address the communication considerations.  This means not 
only potential language barriers, but also such items as time zone 
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variations, travel distance and time, and other logistical diffi culties which 
have the potential to raise problems if not adequately considered, analyzed 
and addressed. Though listed as number six in the ten commandments of 
outsourcing, this consideration needs to rate among the top in priority and 
importance.  The chart accompanying this article shows the many lines 
during which communication breakdown can create problems which will 
either stall completion of the project, decrease the quality of the output, or 
altogether eliminate the fi nancial advantage you sought to receive. 

7.   Understand cultural idiosyncrasies:  Foreign nations are called 
foreign not only because they are across the border or over the sea, but 
also because their natures, likes, dislikes, ethics, understandings, histories, 
religions, languages, and even foods, are foreign to those to which you 
are accustomed.  Though we are rapidly progressing toward a globalized 
economy, we will not, in our lifetimes, see a blending of world cultures 
to the point that the uniqueness of each country becomes unimportant.  
Unintentional offense can damage a relationship with an otherwise benefi cial 
partner.  It may seem out of place to talk of culture-related items in a 
business setting, but an understanding of your potential partner’s culture 
idiosyncrasies will assist you in communication, production schedule and 
expectations.  In the words of a UK back door consulting fi rm,  “China’s 
economic vitality does not necessarily translate to easy access - while it is 
no longer the closed market it once was, China does not operate by systems 
and norms associated with Western business practice. One thing can be 
said for certain: at the beginning of the 21st century, China’s business 
culture is in a state of fl ux, and the commercial environment is truly unique, 
unpredictable and uneven. A host of standards, rules and customs await 
the uninitiated, and are subject to constant changes that even established 
Chinese companies fi nd it hard to keep pace with.” (Asian Absolute, www.
asianabsolute.co.uk) We simply cannot ignore the warnings and experiences 
of previous industries entering into foreign markets.  Understanding of your 
partner’s cultural background will be vital to the success of your outsourcing 
project.

8.  Have proper and adequate legal review.  Can your contract 
be enforced?  What diffi culties should you anticipate in dealing with 
foreign companies?  What terms, conditions, protections and remedies 
should be included in your contract?  For example, if you seek to have 
a contract dispute settled with a Chinese partner, you will probably 
be required to obtain Chinese counsel and have the matter heard 
in the Chinese courts.  The Legal Corner of OR is designed to keep 
you informed of matters which will assist in your legal relationships 
in the foreign markets.  Because of cultural, legal, government and 
interpretation inconsistencies,  we cannot rely on our experiences and 
expectations we have become accustomed to in the United States and 
Canada.  Legal boundaries and expectations in foreign countries cannot 
be properly forecast without adequate legal representation familiar 
with the laws, customs, and considerations of the legal system in the 
residence of our partner.

9.    Properly allocate management time and cost.  We previously 
touched on the requirement of a company to properly plan for and 
allocate management time to adequately supervise, review, and 
otherwise direct the foreign work.  The degree of management will vary 
with the tier your company elects (internal contact, back door method, or 
expansion).  The cost associated with this aspect is often a hidden, but 
very real cost.  The cost also sometimes depends upon the experience 
and communication capability of the outsource partner.  Basically 
speaking, an outsourcing partner with a high degree of outsourcing 
experience may well require signifi cantly less supervision than one 
with limited experience.  Interestingly, this factor is one which often 
weighs in favor of domestic outsourcing.  The following chart produced 
by OR and fi rst exposed to the industry at GDC’s recent Focus on 
Outsourcing Symposium (http://gdcfocuson.com/gos/) examines the 
various levels of experience in game development in various locals.  
Notice that the United States boasts of signifi cantly greater experience.  
This advantage, however, is rapidly being diluted with the tremendously 
increased output of engineers, artists, and computer savvy students in 
places like China and India.

PRODUCER

ART 

DIRECTOR 

OR LEAD

OUTSOURCING

AART DIRECTOR

OUTSOURCING 

ARTIST

OUTSOURCE 

MANAGER

The Asset Production Triangle 

of Outsourcing Communication

The effectiveness and effi ciency 

of communication in this triangle 

determines whether the result of 

your outsourcing projet will be 

diamond of coal.

Each line represents 

an opportunity for 

miscommunication, any one of 

which could be fi nancially harmful 

to the project.  Communication, 

then, becomes a primary rule you 

cannot ignore.
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10. Conduct project progress interviews (PPIs):  Something we wait 
for with impatient attention seems to take forever.  The old adage, “a 
watched pot never boils” is only partially true in the gaming industry.  The 
problem with not watching the pot is that it may boil dry leaving us with 
a product which is not usable.  Constant or at least regular intermittent 
review of the progress of the project will assist in making certain the 
end product produced by your outsourcing partner is the product for 
which you negotiated in the beginning.  With all of the opportunities for 
miscommunication, it is imperative that the project be planned with an 
adequate review process.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, there is a 
delicate balance between that review necessary and a review process 
which is too expansive and thus to expensive.  The plan must address 
this delicate balance to maximize the end fi nancial benefi t of offshore 
outsourcing.

Utilization of these ten commandments of outsourcing will not guarantee that the 
project will enjoy the fi nancial success originally envisioned, but ignoring them will 
greatly increase the probability of its failure.
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Security in China
A simple checkllist to aid companies in fi nding secure footing inside the “Great Wall”

Finding a Secure China 

It is diffi cult to speak about outsourcing in the game development 
industry without devoting time to China.  It is also diffi cult to see 
past the buzz and hype to glean factual information on Oriental 
outsourcing.  Certainly China seems the fi nal frontier in low-cost 
labor and is thus very attractive to game developers looking for 
low-cost scalability.  However, much is unknown about China’s law, 
intellectual property protections, and overall security.  Even now, 
the most common questions raised to us on China outsourcing are 
security-related.  Though this is not an in-depth article regarding 
security in China, and it is not offered as legal counsel, we review 
some key points that can help keep game development companies 
on stable footing when considering security issues in China.  Much of 
this article is taken from the experienced legal counsel of Harris and 
Moure PLLC.a

Before you ever contract with a development partner in the Orient...

Protect yourself at home

You can’t possibly protect yourself abroad if you haven’t secured 
yourself at home.  Properly protect your trademarks, copyrights, 
slogan, jingle, intellectual properties (IP), etc. in the United States 
with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Offi ce and the U.S. Copyright 
Offi ce.

Protect yourself oversea in China

You must register your trademarks in China as well.  Chinese 
law does not recognize international or US IP or trademark laws.  
However there are trademark laws in China that give good protection 
to companies that utilize them.  The trademark laws in China are 
fi rst come, fi rst serve.  Meaning, the fi rst company to registered 
trademarks is the company that is protected.  There are actually a 
number of people in China who make a living usurping international 
trademarks and then licensing those trademarks back to the original 
international company.  There is typically a three-month period after a 
trademark is submitted that objections are received and considered.  
After that, the trademark is considered valid.  Do not assume simply 
because you are manufacturing or creating assets for your US 
company inside of China that you are protected.  It is simply not the 
case.  Protecting yourself, fi rst, in China allows you to do business 
in China-including development, outsourcing, or the manufacturing 
of product.  If another party owned your trademark in China, they 
could export goods under your trademark or prohibit you from doing 
any kind of business, development, or manufacturing within Chinese 
boundaries.

Identify what you cannot protect legally, protect it else ways.

Unless your trade secrets are innovative and meticulous enough 
to patent, you probably cannot protect them legally-through the 
trademark or copyright offi ce.  You must fi rst identify your trade 

secrets and information which may be common knowledge around 
the offi ce but is uncommon in the industry.  This proprietary 
information, the information that defi nes the way your company 
conducts business, is typically known as trade secrets.  Your 
company must identify this information and devise ways to protect it.  
One such way would be through written contracts with development 
partners or any external person or entity that will be privy to those 
trade secrets.

Protect yourself with a written contract

Even though Chinese law does not recognize external trademarks, 
it does permit companies to protect know-how and trade secrets as 
well as include non-competition clauses and confi dentiality clauses 
in written contracts.  Most outsourcing contracts are divided into four 
sections including: defi nition of services, milestones/performance 
markers, pricing schedules, and fi nally terms and conditions with 
appendices as needed.  In the terms and conditions, ensure 
your company is as protected as possible from the unwanted 
dissemination of your company’s trade secrets.  As contracts are 
drafted between your company and a Chinese company, contracts 
will most likely be drafted in Chinese and English. Ensure the 
translation between the contracts is exact, that you have competent 
Chinese legal representation, and a good translation.  In the case 
of litigation, the English contract is null and void.  Litigation will play 
out in China, according to Chinese law, with Chinese lawyers, and 
utilizing the Chinese version of the contract.  Even if your contract 
identifi es that litigation be held in the US or country of your choice, it 
is a little use in actually securing recompense.  Even if your company 
is able to litigate in the United States, the decision of the US courts 
have no actual legal infl uence on the Chinese company.  If your 
company is actively seeking compensation through litigation, only 
Chinese courts can truly bring a Chinese company to bear.  In order 
to receive a Chinese court order, litigation must occur in China, 
according to Chinese law, with a Chinese lawyer, and utilizing the 
Chinese written version of the contract.  Litigation in China is typically 
an extremely expensive ordeal as US companies must typically pay 
for two sets of lawyers or legal teams.  One, the Chinese lawyers.  
Two, US counsel who is fl uent in Mandarin Chinese and able to give 
updates on what is occurring in the Chinese courts.

Retain proper legal counsel

The best legal advice we cannot give (because we don’t have legal 
degrees) is to retain the proper counsel.  It is almost mandatory that 
you retain a lawyer or law fi rm that is fl uent in Mandarin Chinese.  It is 
almost just as important that this lawyer or law fi rm have connections 
to a Chinese law fi rm or their own law offi ce in China.  Any contract 
drafted with the Chinese company must be drafted according to 
Chinese law-which is different than other international or US law.  
There are legal avenues in Chinese law that can properly protect 
your company in case of a legal breach of contract.  However, unless 
your lawyer or legal fi rm is familiar with Chinese law, those avenues 
might not be suffi ciently identifi ed.  In the worst-case scenario if 
litigation must happen, it will happen according to Chinese law, your 
Chinese contract, and will be mitigated through Chinese attorneys.
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Breaking the Outsourcing Mold
How far do you have to go for your outsourcing opportunity?

There seems to be a powerful trend brewing in outsourcing possibilities.  
This trend breaks from the traditional mold of company-to-company 
development partnerships and introduces a bold, new paradigm for game 
development outsourcing relationships.  While the fi nancial benefi ts of 
this trend have been recently proven in other industries, for many, it is still 
a new way of thinking about outsourcing.  It provides new horizons for 
governments desiring to attract new business and enhance local economy.  
For the outsourcing industries in general, and for gaming outsourcing in 
particular, the concept offers new opportunities and untarnished paths for 
forward looking and innovative managers.

The concept is simple and not new.  Governments offer incentives to and 
for businesses willing to contract for work in their area.  It is a win-win 
relationship.  Governments get to increase their economies, local jobs can 
be created or enhanced, local residents receive an increased standard of 
living, incoming companies receive product produced at lower cost and 
receive local government subsidies.  Local cities, counties and states in 
the United States have used the concept for decades to attract business 
to their locals.  The import of new business to an economic cell is good 
for the locals.  Steady growing economies for any geographical arena 
enhance politician’s status, local citizens’ livelihoods, and fi nancial stability.  
On the other end of the spectrum, this activity produces a lower cost of 
goods and increases production capability and profi ts.  

The challenge for the outsourcing manager is to locate, examine, and 
apply foreign government incentives to the project(s) that manager faces. 
The language barrier encountered by many offshore outsourcing projects 
often encumbers this three-stage process. Foreign government subsidies 
can consist of enhancement of already-established local companies or 
even whole industries.  They can be found in tax benefi ts extended to 
companies seeking outsourcing partners, actual fi nancial subsidies, and 
similar hard-dollar costs.  Or they may be in less direct areas such as 
increased public transportation, airport facilities, lodging accommodations, 
and similar international concerns.  

With the explosive growth of the game development outsourcing industry, 
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governments all over the world are rushing to attract game developers 
to their borders.  Even formerly uninterested and self-proclaimed 
independents are recognizing the need and hastening to catch the wave.  
Many governments are sending delegates to India to study fi rst hand 
how outsourcing has enhanced the economy of that country.  Incentives 
are being examined, copied and invented to attract the foreign dollar. 
Recently, Russia’s president Vladimir Putin went to India to explore for 
himself that country’s success.  Upon his return, the isolationist policy 
changed and new “technoparks” are now being proposed in Russia to 
allow that country to jump on the wagon.  Other countries are following 
suit.

How does this affect your company?  Perhaps the outsourcing partner 
you seek is not so geographically far away as you think.  Recently, the 
Ontario, Canada government sponsored an outsourcing conference in 
Toronto.  OutsourceReport was invited to this conference and learned 
an incredible amount of information regarding outsourcing possibilities in 
Ontario.  Despite the recent decline of the US dollar’s purchasing power 
in relation to our onshore neighbor, there is still a hefty amount of savings 
to be had in keeping an outsourcing initiative onshore.  But what really 
opened our eyes and dropped our jaws were the additional incentive, 
cash, and tax based benefi ts the Ontario government has recently rolled 
out to companies willing to bring business in.  Benefi ts designed to 
obliterate up to 65% of development costs-that above and beyond the 
benefi t of outsourcing onshore, to a primarily English-speaking area, 
and at a dollar-cost-benefi t.  It’s no wonder why Toronto has recently 
attracted big-name companies, including Dell, inside its borders.  Watch 
next quarter for our articles detailing an area that might open your eyes 
to thinking outside the outsourcing box.  Toronto, Ontario, an area rich in 
talent, extremely accessible, and an area willing to go to great lengths to 
bring in big game development business.

Protect yourself from unnecessary loss

Fortunately, in the gaming industry, we mainly deal with intangible 
materials, assets, and items.  Milestones can be met and assets 
can be shipped near-instantaneously across the net.  Quality can be 
assessed immediately after the assets are received and milestone 
judgments are made. As a rule of thumb, QA should never come after 
payment for the milestone is made.  Always ensure that you have 
received the assets at the level of quality agreed to contractually 
before payment for that milestone is made.  Though this may seem 
rudimentary, this occurrence is commonplace.

Chinese workplace cooperation

Most existing companies are legitimate enterprises interested in a 
mutually benefi cial relationship.  We have heard of a few companies 
that have gone beyond the norm to help US companies protect 
sensitive intellectual properties.  This has included a working 
environment with very limited or no Internet capabilities for typical 
employees and heavily fi rewalled IT systems.  Also, computers 

confi gured to work without USB ports or any other method to get 
data off of the system.  Some have even employed personnel and 
personal item security checks both coming in and leaving the work 
environment.  Outsourcing for your company may not necessitate 
such heavily secured work environments, but it may be an available 
option for those desiring it.  In any case, companies must deal with 
workplace security in any country they outsource to-not only China.  
It is realistic to say your company has access to the same workplace 
security options as you would fi nd in any country including the United 
States.

Conclusion

There are many things a company can do to protect itself and retain 
secure footing before outsourcing to China.  However, it takes a little 
bit of effort to ensure that footing.  Again, though this is not legal 
counsel, these are some common sense steps which can be taken to 
help increase the chances of a secure outsourcing initiative to China.  
We encourage everyone considering an outsourcing initiative to 
China to fi rst obtain competent legal counsel and deliberate with that 
counsel regarding secure measures.
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